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About YPO
YPO provides procurement solutions for public sector organisations to set up or renew
contracts for a wide range of services. Established in 1974 by a group of 13 local
authorities, we’re the UK’s largest public sector buying organisation and we’re still 100%
publicly-owned today. We work closely with our suppliers and collaborate with other
public sector buying organisations to achieve efficiencies and value for money, returning
all our profits back into the heart of the public sector. Our team of qualified procurement
professionals can offer advice, guidance and expertise on procurement, as well as
regular engagement and communication to make sure your objectives are achieved.
Helping you navigate the world of your procurement
The world of procurement is complex, with competing demands and increasing
pressures. Through collaboration, we provide products and services to meet your needs
as individuals and collectives, through our wide range of procurement categories and
frameworks. Navigating the world of procurement needs to be easy, quick and effective
for both buyers and suppliers, and needs to help you make sure that every penny counts.
We believe that through our procurement activity there’s an opportunity to make an
impact and a real difference, by delivering social value and outcomes in the communities
we serve.

Overview
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Start date:

19 October 2018

End date:

18 October 2022

Contracting authority (CA)
call-off period:

CAs can specify a contract period,
based on the term that will best suit
their requirements. YPO recommend a
call-off period of no longer than 5 years.

Contract notice ref no:

2018-160162

Corrigendum (if applicable):

Not applicable

Potential maximum value:

£250,000,000

Transaction Fee:

The DPS is free for both customers and
suppliers/providers to use; there is no
charge to join or for the operation of
the DPS. However, all sales awarded
through the DPS are subject to a 3%
levy which is payable by the supplier/
provider at point of charge.

Geographical locations(s):

UK wide
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Specification overview
and lot structure

The Technology Enabled Care Solutions (‘Care Technology’) DPS has been established
to give YPO’s customers the ability to procure care-related technology easily and
compliantly.
Using the DPS, customers have greater choice, flexibility and access to innovation in
Care Technology products and services, as well as improved access to this market.
The DPS is divided into five broad service categories; below is a summary of the types of
products and services included in each category:
Care related activity detection, monitoring and prevention products and services
•

Activity monitoring

•

Call monitoring services

•

Home automation / environmental control systems

•

Location tracking and monitoring

•

Mobile response services

•

Prevention and detection of falls

•

Prompts and reminders

•

Safety in the home (detection of smoke/fire, flood, temperature etc)

•

Seizure monitoring

•

Vital signs monitoring

•

Wearables

•

Other

Technology enabled reablement and rehabilitation products and services
•

Prosthetics

•

Robotics

•

Sensory and immersive rooms

•

Smart products

•

Virtual and mixed reality

•

Wheelchairs and mobility

•

Other

Care related information and communication products and software
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•

Health and care related apps

•

Healthcare kiosks

•

Learning materials and curriculum aids

•

Remote video consultation

•

Screen readers and communication programs

•

Specialist keyboards and pointing devices

•

Other
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Care related software
•

Call monitoring centre software

•

Case management software

•

Data and trend analysis software

•

Monitoring and rostering of care delivery/staff software

•

Outcome measurement software

•

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

•

Support planning software

•

Other

Technology enabled care related professional services
•

Care related data and trend analysis services

•

Technology enabled care consultancy

•

Technology enabled care training and education

•

Other

There is no pre-defined specification; each customer will specify their own requirements
and can invite suppliers/providers to bid from the relevant service categories. Suppliers/
providers can add themselves to one or multiple service categories.
Customers may have a specific type of product or service in mind or may wish to specify
the outcome they are aiming to achieve and let suppliers/providers suggest ways of
achieving it.
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Benefits of using the DPS

A Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) is an electronic system established to purchase
commonly bought goods, works or services. It remains open throughout its duration
to enable new providers to be added and allows them to bid for customer’s ‘further
competition’ for goods and/or services.
Benefits of using the Care Technology DPS:
•

Pre-qualified suppliers/providers – the suppliers/providers appointed onto the
DPS are ‘pre-qualified’ as to their general suitability.

•

Easy to apply – the DPS is easy for providers to join, and those not meeting the
minimum standard for admittance can resubmit their application. Feedback is also
provided on reasons for non-admittance to support supplier development.

•

Support for SME’s – a DPS is especially suitable for SME’s as it provides an
opportunity to join the DPS with little upfront investment in terms of time.

•

Reduced timescales – customers don’t need to run a full OJEU procurement if
procuring via the DPS.

•

Flexibility to respond to changes in the market and the ability to continually add
new suppliers/providers.

•

Pre-defined terms and conditions – when awarding contracts, customers use
YPO’s call-off terms and conditions which have been established specifically for this
DPS and have been previewed by eligible suppliers/providers.

•

Increased competition – all suppliers/providers within the service category have an
opportunity to bid for the contract, therefore increasing competition.

•

Value for money – YPO’s Care Technology DPS provides value for money due to
reduced procurement costs, increased competition and reduced admin time through
the provision of an end-to-end process.

•

Social value – YPO is committed to embedding social value and sustainable
practices into all its procurements and the Care Technology DPS is no exception.
The DPS includes a pre-set section on social value to support customers in meeting
their duties around social value. Suppliers joining the DPS will get access to YPO’s
dedicated Social Value Tool to help showcase social value and sustainable practices.

YPO’s Care Technology DPS is hosted by adam HTT Limited on a system called
SProc.Net. This provides customers with an easy-to-use online portal to undertake their
own procurements using the DPS; ensuring that the customer retains control over their
own call-off’s; both technical and procurement support is also available to customers if
needed.
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Suppliers/providers

Supplier/provider list
The advantage of this DPS is that new suppliers/providers can be admitted during the
term of the DPS, subject to them passing the entry criteria. To request a list of suppliers/
providers currently registered on the DPS, please email socialcare@ypo.co.uk.
Suggesting local suppliers/providers
YPO are keen to ensure that as many eligible suppliers/providers as possible join the
Care Technology DPS. This helps to provide customers with access to a large and
diverse market and increases opportunities for achieving value for money. It also helps
to promote business for suppliers/providers by giving them access to public sector
customers across the UK.
Once a customer has completed a Customer Access Agreement, they can provide adam
with a list of their incumbent and local suppliers/providers that are not already on to the
DPS. adam will then engage with those suppliers/providers on the customer’s behalf to
explain the process and encourage them to apply for the DPS.

How to use the DPS

YPO has commissioned adam HTT Limited (adam) to host the Care Technology DPS on
their secure, cloud based DPS platform (called SProc.Net).
Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
The first step to using the DPS is to complete a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA).
The NDA confirms that the customer will keep any documents and information received
about the DPS confidential. The NDA also confirms that the customer gives consent for
adam to contact them in relation to the DPS.
Once the NDA is complete, YPO will send the customers’ contact details to adam who
will provide all the relevant documents and provide any necessary support to help a
customer decide if the DPS is the right solution for them.
The NDA should be returned to the social care team at YPO, by email at:
socialcare@ypo.co.uk.
Customer Access Agreement (CAA)
When a decision is made to use the DPS, customers will complete a Customer Access
Agreement (CAA) to confirm that they will use the DPS in accordance with the relevant
manuals/guides and the Public Contract Regulations.
The CAA also confirms that customers understand that all sales made through the DPS
will attract a transaction fee/levy, paid by suppliers/providers.
Agreements with adam HTT Limited (adam)
To access SProc.Net, customers will be granted free access via Licence Agreement. This
agreement is between the customer and adam.
YPO has also commissioned adam to provide a payment service for all sales though the
DPS. The payment service helps to support both customers and providers by providing
a regular consolidated invoice for all sales through the DPS, therefore providing a full
end-to-end lean and efficient process. It also helps SME providers as they receive
payment quickly.
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Training materials
Once a customer has registered to use the DPS, adam will provide support and training
materials to customers. The DPS is easy to use, however, adam will be on hand to
answer any technical queries.

Market engagement

Market engagement is a vital part of any procurement and is particularly important when
commissioning technology, especially so for health and social care.
As reflected in the Public Contract Regulations 2015 (Section 5), customers are
encouraged to engage with providers registered on the DPS prior to publishing their
requirement on the system.
The care technology sector is fast moving. Market engagement helps commissioners
keep up-to-date with what is available in the market and understand how these products/
services could help them meet the needs of their service users. Market engagement will
also help commissioners to prepare specifications that get the best out of the technology
available.
adam’s supplier engagement team and YPO’s social care team are both available to
support customers in planning and undertaking market engagement.

How to award/call-off

As with any other DPS all requirements procured using the DPS are open to all providers
within that service category; this is called a ‘further competition’.
Customers will produce their own specifications to reflect their requirements, as well as
the qualitative questions and evaluation criteria for evaluating the bids received. The
entire award and call-off process is undertaken electronically within the DPS portal;
including clarifications, award notifications to successful and unsuccessful bidders, etc.
The only element of the process not undertaken within the DPS portal is publishing a
Contract Notice Award; this will need to be completed by the customer outside the DPS.
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Award criteria

When running a further competition on the DPS, customers should award based on the
most economically advantageous tender.

Essential features (‘must haves’)
Customers have the ability to select from a list of essential features that a provider must
have before their bid is allowed to be submitted.
YPO has pre-set one essential feature that will apply to all call-offs made using the DPS
which requires providers to confirm that they accept the terms and conditions.
When setting the award criteria, customers can add additional ‘must haves’, if needed,
which will help to ensure that only those providers who pass these are able to submit a
bid.

Price/quality ratio
YPO has pre-set the price/quality ratio at 60% quality/40% price.
When providers submit their bids, the DPS portal will automatically rank them based
on prices; providers will be able to see where they are ranked and will have the option of
revising their price (if they wish to) prior to the tender deadline (at which point they are
sent for the customer to review and no further changes can be made).

Quality criteria
Customers will create their own qualitative questions that will be used to evaluate the
quality criteria. Each question is equally weighted with the 60% for quality shared
equally between each of the questions.
YPO has pre-set one quality question in relation to social value. YPO is embedding
social value and sustainability practices into all its procurements as part of its
commitment to the UN Sustainability Goals. This pre-set question will also help
customers to ensure they consider social value in line with the Public Services (Social
Value) Act.

Offer questions
In addition to qualitative questions, the customer can also ask ‘Offer Questions’.
These questions are not scored and are designed to seek additional information that may
be relevant to the call-off.
YPO has pre-set two Offer Questions that apply to all call-offs; these relate to quality
standards certification (see below) and VAT rates (as some products/services may attract
reduced or zero-rates of VAT). Customers can add additional Offer Questions to their
call-off, if needed.
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Quality standards

The Care Technology DPS is being developed in association with the TEC Services
Association (TSA).
The TSA is the industry body for technology enabled care (TEC) services; representing
over 370 organisations including telecare and telehealth service providers and suppliers,
commissioners, digital health businesses, housing associations, emergency services,
academics, charities and government bodies. They are a membership based, not-forprofit community interest company (CIC).
More information about the TSA can be found at: www.tsa-voice.org.uk
An independent arm of the TSA, called TEC Quality, aim to set and improve standards
within the care technology sector. One of the ways it does this is to audit and certify
organisations against their Quality Standards framework.
To help with identifying which providers are certified to the TEC Quality Standards
framework, YPO has included a pre-set Offer Question.
More information about TEC Quality and QSF can be found at: www.tecquality.org.uk

Terms and conditions

Suppliers/providers awarded on to the DPS have agreed to and signed YPO’s
Establishment Agreement Terms and Conditions. These cannot be amended by
customers or the supplier/provider.
If required, customers may include additional terms to supplement the DPS
Establishment Terms and Conditions. These must be clearly stated in the call-off
requirements so that suppliers/providers can consider these and bid accordingly.

Transaction fee/levy

In line with the UK Public Contracts Regulations 2015, there is no charge to join or
for the administration or use of the DPS. Both customers and suppliers/providers can
join the DPS free of charge and there is no commitment or charges to use the DPS if
they do join. However, the intention of the regulations does not prevent a levy being
charged based on business won under a DPS, as this is permitted under other types
of contracting arrangement such as frameworks. YPO clarified this position with the
Crown Commercial Service in 2015.
Therefore, all sales through the DPS are subject to a 3% levy, payable by the supplier/
provider at the point of charge (i.e. after the contract has been awarded and the point at
which the customer is being charged for the products/services).
Customers who are still in doubt are advised to seek their own legal advice regarding the
inclusion of levies in DPSs that they may choose to join.
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Payment service

The Care Technology DPS is unique in that it provides a full end-to-end process,
including payment service; utilising the adam SProc.Net platform to its full advantage.
Upon completion of an order via the DPS, adam will act as a payment service to
customers; consolidating purchases into a single invoice and distributing payments to
suppliers/providers on behalf of the customer.
The payment service provides significant advantages to both customer and suppliers/
providers:

Contact Information

•

Reduced admin and transactions for customers – the payment service provides
customers with a consolidated invoice for all goods/services. There is no need for
customers to add suppliers/providers to the customer’s finance system or to process
lots of different invoices.

•

Improved cashflow for suppliers/providers – the payment system helps to ensure
that suppliers/providers are paid on time and in full for the goods/services they have
delivered. This is particularly beneficial for small businesses where good cashflow
is vital to their sustainability.

•

Significantly reduced admin for suppliers/providers – there is no need to upload
any levy information directly to YPO as there would be for other DPS/frameworks
operated by YPO. The levy information is all captured within SProc.net and paid
automatically via the payment system.

•

Reduced admin for YPO – the payment system significantly reduces administration
for YPO and improves the accuracy and audit trail of transactions. This helps
to ensure that YPO can use its resources to support customers and suppliers/
providers, and avoid unnecessary transactional admin.

For further information or to discuss individual requirements, please contact:
YPO Social Care Team
Email: socialcare@ypo.co.uk
Phone: Claire Deacey (Category Manager): 01924 834803 | 07814 290 584
Phone: Andy Perrins (Category Manager): 01924 927012 | 07741 660 261
Technical Help
For technical assistance with SProc.net, please contact adam’s dedicated support team
via the following channels (8:30am – 5:00pm, Monday – Friday):
•

Live Chat – When logged into SProc.Net, click on the ‘Live Chat’ icon in the bottom
left corner of the screen for immediate system support.

•

Query – When logged into SProc.Net, raise a query by clicking on the ‘help tab’ >
‘Queries’ > ‘Create new Query’. Customers can provide a written description and
include attachments. adam’s support team will investigate the issue and aim to
respond within 24 hours.

•

Phone – Call adam on 0871 474 0332 for urgent, immediate technical support.

TEC Services Association/TEC Quality
For more information about the TSA please contact:
Website: www.tsa-voice.org.uk
Email: admin@tsa-voice.org.uk
Phone: 01625 520530
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STAGE 1

Initial Customer
Enquiry

STAGE 2

Customer Access
Agreement & Customer
Engagement

• Customer contacts YPO for information
• YPO will send customer a Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
• Customer completes and returns the NDA to the social care team at
socialcare@ypo.co.uk

• YPO sends customer the Customer Access Agreement, Licence Agreement and
other relevant documents relating to the DPS
• YPO send customer details to adam’s account management team who will make
initial contact with the customer to answer any queries/provide a demonstration
of the DPS portal (if requested)
• Customer provides adam with a list of local and/or incumbent suppliers/
providers that need to be approached to be included on the DPS. YPO and
adam start work to engage with suppliers/providers

STAGE 3

Joining the DPS

• Customer decides to join the DPS
• Customer completes the Customer Access Agreement and Licence Agreement
and returns these to adam.
• If needed, customer engages with their incumbent/current providers to advise
them of their intention to use the Care Technology DPS, to ensure that they have
an opportunity to register in time to bid for future contracts
• Adam will complete the set up process with the customer in order to grant them
access to SProc.Net and will provide training materials and support

STAGE 4

Market Engagement

• Customer engages with suppliers/providers registered on the DPS and uses
information gained form market engagement to develop their specification

STAGE 5

• Customer creates and publishes their tender/requirement on SProc.Net

Publishing an
opportunity

• Suppliers/providers within the selected service category will be notified of the
opportunity and invited to bid
• Suppliers/providers can use the communication function to ask clarification
questions
• Suppliers/providers submit their bid

Continued on next page
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STAGE 6
Evaluation

• At the closing date, the customer evaluates the submitted bids and selects the
most economically advantageous tender
• The customer accepts the successful bid. This generates a notification to the
suppliers/providers with the outcome

STAGE 7

Contract Award

• The successful supplier accepts the offer and is awarded the contract (Service
Agreement)
• Customer can choose whether to implement the optional voluntary 10-day
standstill period (this is not required under a DPS but can be done if a customer
wishes)
• The customer publishes their own Contract Award Notice within 30 days. This
is done by the customer outside of the SProc.Net system

STAGE 8

Product/Service
Delivery

STAGE 9

Payment Service

• Supplier delivers the products/services and submits their Service Receipt
(invoice) to SProc.Net
• Customer acknowledges receipt of products/services on SProc.Net

• adam consolidate all of the customer’s purchases that have been confirmed as
received into one weekly invoice
• adam send the consolidated invoice to the customer for payment, stating the
Purchase Order number (if provided by the customer)
• The customer pays adam based on the consolidated invoice, which includes all
purchases from different suppliers/providers
• adam distribute payment to the relevant suppliers/providers with a 3%
deduction (levy)
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